In this paper, we present two new families of iterative methods for multiple roots of nonlinear equations. One of the families require one-function and two-derivative evaluation per step, and the other family requires two-function and one-derivative evaluation. It is shown that both are third-order convergent for multiple roots. Numerical examples suggest that each family member can be competitive to other third-order methods and Newton's method for multiple roots. In fact the second family is even better than the first.
Introduction
Solving nonlinear equations is one of the most important problems in numerical analysis. In this paper, we consider iterative methods to find a multiple root α of multiplicity m, i.e., f (j) (α) = 0, j = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1 and f (m) (α) = 0, of a nonlinear equation f (x) = 0.
The well known Newton's method for finding a multiple root α is given by
which converges quadratically [1] . There exists a cubically convergent Halley method [2] which Hansen and Patrick [3] extended to multiple roots, which is given by
In recent years, some modifications of the Newton method for multiple roots have been proposed and analyzed, see for example [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and references therein. These methods have been proven to be competitive to Newton's method in their performance and efficiency. There are, however, not yet so many methods known in open literature that can handle the case of multiple roots, see [13] . To deal with the multiple roots case, one may use the observation that the functions
where e n = x n − α and the error constant K 3 is given by
Proof. Using Taylor expansion of f (x n ) about α, we have
.
Dividing (18), (20) and (22) by (20), (21) and (23), respectively give us
Now, substituting (24)-(26) into the error equation
we have
where
and
which, after some simplification, can easily be shown to be zero.
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The coefficient K 3 is given by,
By a simple manipulation, it may be shown that (31) reduces to
Therefore, we obtain
which indicates that the order of convergence of the methods defined by (14) is at least three. This completes the proof.
The family (14) includes, as particular cases, the following.
For θ = 1 and θ = 0, we obtain the Osada method (3) and the Euler-Chebyshev method (4), respectively. For θ = 1/2, we obtain a new third-order method for multiple roots
For θ = −1, we obtain another new third-order method for multiple roots
In a similar fashion, the proposed approach can be continuously applied to other multiple roots iterative methods, to derive methods for multiple roots. Clearly if we combine two different methods using the exact same information, then the efficiency (see [15] ) will not be affected.
The second family is based on a composition of Dong's third-order method (6) and the Victory-Neta third-order scheme (9) y n = x n − u n , (37)
The scheme (38) reduces to Dong's method if θ = 1 and the Victory-Neta third-order scheme if θ = 0. Neta [13] has shown that Dong's method (6) has the following error term
For the Victory-Neta scheme, the error term is given by
Notice that the composite scheme (38) will have the following error term
i.e. the terms withC 2 were annihilated.
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